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In this Supplemental Document, we present:
• details of the style mixing,
• details of the MTG loss and identity loss,
• configurations of the experimental datasets,
• implementation details of previous methods,
• additional qualitative comparisons with previous methods,
• comparison with other weight prediction methods,
• additional qualitative comparison with multiple separate
models,

• effect of the number of target domains,
• analysis of computational resources,
• results using multiple samples per domain, and
• additional examples.

S.1 Style Mixing
In order to more faithfully reflect the texture of a target domain,
we adopt the style mixing strategy of MTG [Zhu et al. 2022]. Let 𝐼𝑐
be an image of a target domain. We encode the style information
of 𝐼𝑐 to the latent code𝑤𝑐 by GAN inversion [Zhu et al. 2020]. At
the inference time, we feed the latent code of the target domain
image𝑤𝑐 instead of the latent code of the generator𝑤 to fine-scale
layers (e.g. top 10 layers) of the synthesis network. Through the
style mixing strategy, we can achieve more faithful adaptation and
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(d) DynaGAN
w/ ℒ!"

Figure 1: Effect of the identity loss. Adapting to (b) a target
domainwith a large shape differencemay lead to imageswith
different identities as shown in (c). The identity loss helps
preserve the source identity as shown in (d). Target: ARC
Collection, Ritsumeikan University (mai04c06(2),arcBK01-
0042_37).

control the degree of adaptation as shown in Fig. 9 in the main
paper.

S.2 MTG Loss and Identity Loss
For successful domain adaptation, we adopt an MTG loss LMTG
[Zhu et al. 2022] and an identity loss LID [Deng et al. 2019]. In this
section, we describe them from the perspective of our framework.
Let 𝑤 sample be the sampled latent code, 𝑐 be the target domain
that we want to synthesize, 𝐼𝑐 be the image of the target domain
𝑐 in the training dataset, and𝑤𝑐 be the latent code of 𝐼𝑐 estimated
by GAN inversion [Zhu et al. 2020]. Also, \ and \̂𝑐 denote the
generator’s original and modulated parameters by our adaptation
module, respectively.

MTG loss. The MTG loss is a weighted sum of several loss terms:

LMTG = _recLrec + _clip_recLclip_rec (1)
+_domain_gapLdomain_gap + _consistLconsist

where _rec, _clip_rec, _domain_gap and _consist are balancing weights.
We set _rec = 10, _clip_rec = 30, _domain_gap = 1, and _consist = 0.5.
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(a) Cat-to-
dogs

(b) Cat-to-
animals

(c) Face-to-
artificial faces

Figure 2: Experimental datasets. (a) The cat-to-dogs dataset consists of five target images sampled from the AFHQ Dog
dataset [Choi et al. 2020]. (b) The cat-to-animals dataset consists of 10 target images of different animal species from the
AFHQ Wild dataset [Choi et al. 2020]. (c) The real-to-artificial faces dataset consists of nine target images (three sketch images
synthesized by FS-ada using the Sketch dataset [Ojha et al. 2021], three images from the MetFace dataset [Karras et al. 2020],
and three images from the Ukiyo-e dataset [Pinkney 2020]). Images in (a) and (b) from left to right: Pixabay (rmacwheeler,
sandid, Doz777, TC-TORRES, vilinapetrova, Pexels, dclobes, vinzling, Pixel-mixer, WikiImages, jmrockeman, Gregorius_o,
JayDLim, DonStott, PhotoGranary) [Pixabay License]. 4th, 5th and 6th images in (c): The Metropolitan Museum of Art [Public
Domain]. 7th, 8th and 9th images in (c): ARC Collection, Ritsumeikan University (mai04c06(2),arcBK01-0042_37,shiUYa0007).

First, DynaGAN should take 𝑤𝑐 and 𝑐 as input, and reconstruct
the target image 𝐼𝑐 where 𝐼𝑐 is an image in the training set, and
𝑤𝑐 is its GAN latent code found by an off-the-shelf GAN inversion
method [Tov et al. 2021]. To this end, a reconstruction loss Lrec is
defined as:

Lrec = L2 (𝐼𝑐 ,𝐺 (𝑤𝑐 ; \̂𝑐 )) + LLPIPS (𝐼𝑐 ,𝐺 (𝑤𝑐 ; \̂𝑐 )) (2)

where L2 and LLPIPS are a pixel-wise MSE loss, and a perceptual
loss [Zhang et al. 2018], respectively.

Second, the reconstructed image should be semantically close
to the target image 𝐼𝑐 . We evaluate the semantic similarity based
on the cosine similarity in the CLIP embedding space. A semantic
reconstruction loss Lclip_rec is defined:

Lclip_rec = 1 − sim
(
𝐸CLIP (𝐼𝑐 ), 𝐸CLIP (𝐺 (𝑤𝑐 ; \̂𝑐 ))

)
(3)

where, sim(·) is cosine similarity and 𝐸CLIP is a CLIP encoder [Rad-
ford et al. 2021].

Third, the domain gap between the source domain and target
domain should be maintained not only for the latent code𝑤𝑐 but
also for any arbitrary latent code 𝑤 sample. Specifically, a domain
adaptation direction vector is defined in the CLIP embedding space
as: 𝑣 = 𝐸𝐼 (𝐼𝑐 ) − 𝐸𝐼 (𝐺 (𝑤𝑐 ;\ )). Likewise, another domain adapta-
tion direction vector for a sampled latent code𝑤 sample is defined
as: 𝑣sample = 𝐸𝐼 (𝐺 (𝑤 sample; \̂𝑐 )) − 𝐸𝐼 (𝐺 (𝑤 sample;\ )). To enforce
these two directions to be similar, a domain gap loss Ldomain_gap
is defined as:

Ldomain_gap = 1 − sim(𝑣, 𝑣sample) . (4)

Lastly, the semantic difference between 𝑤𝑐 and 𝑤 sample in the
source domain should be maintained in the target domain as well.
For this purpose, two directional vectors are defined: 𝑣𝑠 = 𝐸𝐼 (𝐺 (𝑤𝑐 ;\ ))−
𝐸𝐼 (𝐺 (𝑤 sample;\ )) and 𝑣𝑐 = 𝐸𝐼 (𝐼𝑐 ) − 𝐸𝐼 (𝐺 (𝑤 sample; \̂𝑐 )), and a do-
main consistency loss Lconsist is defined:

Lconsist = 1 − sim(𝑣𝑐 , 𝑣𝑠 ) (5)

Identity loss. In the case of adapting to a dataset composed of
human portrait images, we adopt the identity loss LID [Deng et al.
2019] to encourage a synthesized image to be similar to a source-
domain image in the representation space of a face recognition
network. LID is defined as:

LID = 1 − sim
(
Arc(𝐺 (𝑤 sample;\ )),Arc(𝐺 (𝑤 sample; \̂𝑐 ))

)
(6)

where Arc(·) is a pretrained ArcFace network [Deng et al. 2019]
that extracts the representation of each portrait image. Fig. 1 shows
the effect of the identity loss. As shown in the figure, the identity
loss helps preserve the identity of the source image after adaptation.

S.3 Comparisons with Other Weight Prediction
Methods

We compare our efficient weight modulation method with two
other methods proposed by HyperStyle [Alaluf et al. 2022], which
are the per-channel prediction and separable kernel prediction
methods. The per-channel prediction method estimates a channel-
wise tensor of size 𝐶out × 𝐶in × 1 and replicates it in a spatial
kernel footprint. On the other hand, the separable kernel prediction
method estimates a weight offset by the product of two decomposed
tensors of sizes𝐶out×1×𝑘 and 1×𝐶in×𝑘 . The per-channel prediction
and separable kernel prediction methods estimate 262,144 and 9,216
parameters, respectively. Meanwhile, DynaGAN predicts a filter-
wise scaling parameter 𝛿 and rank-1 decomposed tensors 𝛾 , 𝜙 , and
𝜓 . While DynaGAN estimates the fewest parameters (e.g. 1,545)
for the convolutional layers, it produces comparable results to the
others as shown in Fig. 3.

S.4 Large Number of Target Domains
We show the effect of the number of target domains. We curate
three training datasets with different numbers of domains. Each
dataset consists of 10, 30, and 50 different caricature styles sampled
from StyleCariGAN [Jang et al. 2021]. As shown in Fig. 4, the quality
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(a) Source (c) Sep-kernel(b) Per-channel (d) DynaGAN

Figure 3: Qualitative comparison among different parameter
prediction methods: (b) Per channel prediction, (c) Separable
kernel prediction, and (d) DynaGAN. The inset image in (a)
is the target caricature image. DynaGAN achieves successful
domain adaptation even with the fewest parameters.

(a) Source (b) 10 domains (c) 30 domains (d) 50 domains

Figure 4: Effect of the number of target domains. (a) is a
source domain image and the inset is a target domain image.
(b), (c), and (d) are samples of DynaGAN trained with 10, 30
and 50 target domains, respectively. The quality of the results
does not degrade as the number of target domains increases,
which indicates that our adaptation module can handle a
large number of target domains as well.

of the results does not degrade as the number of target domains
increases, which indicates that our adaptation module can handle a
large number of target domains as well.

S.5 Experimental Datasets
Here, we display all the experimental datasets used for the com-
parisons with previous methods in Sec. 4.2 in the main paper in
Fig. 2 and describe their detailed configuration. The cat-to-dogs
dataset consists of five dog face images of the same breed (American
Staffordshire Terrier) selected from the AFHQ Dog dataset [Choi
et al. 2020]. For quantitative comparison in the main paper, we used
171 American Staffordshire Terrier images from the AFHQ Dog
dataset. For training DynaGAN, we set the number of iterations to
1,200.

The cat-to-animals dataset consists of 10 animal face images
of different species (fox, snow fox, cheetah, white leopard, wolf,
leopard, tiger, white tiger, male lion, and female lion) from the
AFHQ Wild dataset [Choi et al. 2020]. For quantitative comparison,
we used 483 animal face images of the validation dataset of the
AFHQ Wild dataset. For training DynaGAN, we set the number of
iterations to 1,200.

The real-to-artificial faces dataset consists of nine human face
images with different styles. Specifically, we obtain three sketch
images using FS-ada from the Sketch dataset [Ojha et al. 2021], three
images from the MetFace dataset [Karras et al. 2020], and three
images from the Ukiyo-e dataset [Pinkney 2020]. For quantitative
comparison, we used 900 human face images, selected from each

dataset with the same number. For training DynaGAN, we set the
number of iterations to 600.

S.6 Implementation Details of Previous
Methods

TGAN [Wang et al. 2018] & TGAN-ada [Karras et al. 2020]. We
used an unofficial code1 for TGAN [Wang et al. 2018] and TGAN-
ada [Karras et al. 2020] with default settings. We set the batch size
to 4 and the number of iterations to 10,000.

FS-ada. We used the authors code2 for FS-ada [Ojha et al. 2021]
with default settings. We set the batch size to 4. We set the number
of iterations to 10,000 and 5,000 for cat-to-dogs and cat-to-animals,
and real-to-artificial faces, respectively.

StyleGAN-nada. We used the author’s code3 for StyleGAN-nada
[Gal et al. 2022] with default settings. We set the number of it-
erations to 2,000 and 300 for cat-to-dogs and cat-to-animals, and
real-to-artificial faces, respectively.

MTG-ext. Since MTG [Zhu et al. 2022] aims at single-shot do-
main adaptation, we extend it to MTG-ext for the few-shot adap-
tation task. Specifically, MTG-ext evaluates the MTG loss on each
target image and averages them. At the inference time, MTG-ext
also applies the style mixing strategy of MTG [Zhu et al. 2022].
In our implementation, we used the author’s code4 for MTG-ext
with default settings. We set the number of iterations to 1,200 and
600 for cat-to-dogs and cat-to-animals, and real-to-artificial faces,
respectively.

S.7 Additional Qualitative Comparisons with
Previous Methods

Figs. 5, 6, and 7 show additional qualitative comparisons of different
methods on each experimental dataset including the results of all of
the training images. As also shown in Fig. 4 in the main paper, our
method successfully produces domain adaptation results compared
to the previous methods.

S.8 Additional Qualitative Comparison with
Multiple Separate Models

One naïve multi-domain adaptation solution is to train multiple
separate models for each target domain.We show additional qualita-
tive comparison results between this nav̈e approach and DynaGAN
in Fig. 8. As DynaGAN learns complemental characteristics from
different target domains and efficiently modulates the parameters,
DynaGAN results in more faithful multi-domain adaptation than
multiple FS-ada [Ojha et al. 2021], StyleGAN-nada [Gal et al. 2022],
and MTG [Zhu et al. 2022] models.

S.9 Computational Resources
In this section, we analyze the computational requirements for our
method. First, we report the number of parameters to be estimated
by the adaptation module according to how to change the weight of

1https://github.com/rosinality/stylegan2-pytorch
2https://github.com/utkarshojha/few-shot-gan-adaptation
3https://github.com/rinongal/StyleGAN-nada
4https://github.com/ZPdesu/MindTheGap
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TGAN TGAN-ada FS-ada StyleGAN-nada MTG-ext DynaGANSource Target

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of different methods on the cat-to-dogs dataset. Targets from top to bottom: Pixabay (rma-
cwheeler, sandid, Doz777, TC-TORRES, vilinapetrova) [Pixabay License].

the convolutional layer of the generator, when we train DynaGAN
on images of size 1024×1024. Estimating the residual parameters of
all weights requires 12.1B parameters, which requires unacceptably
large memory and training time. Also, estimating channel-wise
residuals suggested byHyperStyle [Alaluf et al. 2022] requires about
1.3B parameters to be estimated. On the other hand, our approach
requires only 9.4M parameters thanks to filter-wise scaling for 𝛿
and rank-1 tensor decomposition for Δ𝜑 .

Here, we also report the training time of DynaGAN, which is
measured on a single NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU. DynaGAN takes
about 26 minutes to adapt a generator to the real-to-artificial faces
dataset, which is much shorter than 99 minutes of multi-MTGs,
and this gap gets gradually bigger as the number of target domains
increases.

S.10 Multiple Samples per Domain
Although DynaGAN aims at extreme few-shot adaptation with
one image per domain, it is easily scalable to multiple images per
domain. In our implementation, we can modify 𝑙pos of Eq. 6 in the
main paper as:

𝑙pos = sim
(
avg (𝐸CLIP (𝐼𝑐 )) , 𝐸CLIP (𝐼𝑐 (𝑤))

)
(7)

where we use an average of training images of a target domain 𝑐

instead of a single image 𝐼𝑐 . Fig. 9 compares the results of DynaGAN

trained on the cat-to-animals dataset consisting of one image per
domain with the results of DynaGAN trained on images consisting
of three images per domain. As shown in Fig. 9, multiple images
help our model better model each domain, as it can use domain
information shared across multiple images.

S.11 Additional Examples
Domain interpolation. DynaGAN supports smooth domain inter-

polation as discussed in the main paper. Fig. 10 shows additional
domain interpolation examples between two target domains.

Additional examples. We present additional examples of Dyna-
GAN in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 showing domain adaptation results of
various source domain images. In these examples, we use the FFHQ
dataset [Karras et al. 2019] for the source domains, and compare
the results of TGAN [Wang et al. 2018], TGAN-ada [Karras et al.
2020], FS-ada [Ojha et al. 2021], StyleGAN-nada [Gal et al. 2022],
MTG-ext [Zhu et al. 2022], and ours. Although we use only one
image per target domain, DynaGAN achieves successful adaptation
results that faithfully reflect target-domain characteristics.
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TGAN TGAN-ada FS-ada StyleGAN-nada MTG-ext DynaGANSource Target

Figure 6: Qualitative comparison of different methods on the cat-to-animals dataset. Targets from top to bottom: Pixabay
(Pexels, dclobes, vinzling, Pixel-mixer, WikiImages, jmrockeman, Gregorius_o, JayDLim, DonStott, PhotoGranary) [Pixabay
License].
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TGAN TGAN-ada FS-ada StyleGAN-nada MTG-ext DynaGANSource Target

Figure 7: Qualitative comparison of different methods on the real-to-artificial faces dataset. 4th, 5th and 6th target images:
The Metropolitan Museum of Art [Public Domain]. 7th, 8th and 9th target images: ARC Collection, Ritsumeikan University
(mai04c06(2),arcBK01-0042_37,shiUYa0007).
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DynaGAN

Source

Multi-
StyleGAN-
nada

Multi-FS-adaTarget Multi-MTG

Figure 8: Qualitative comparison with multiple separate models on the real-to-artificial faces dataset. Multi-FS-ada [Ojha et al.
2021], Mult-StyleGAN-nada [Gal et al. 2022], and Multi-MTG [Zhu et al. 2022] models are trained separately for each target
domain. Thus, their results are overfitted to each target domain. On the other hand, our method performs better domain
adaptation while preventing overfitting with only a single model. 2nd target image: The Metropolitan Museum of Art [Public
Domain]. 3rd target image: ARC Collection, Ritsumeikan University (mai04c06(2)).
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(b) Adapted

(a) Source

Figure 9: Qualitative comparison of training our method on one-shot / few-shot images per domain. The insets at the bottom of
the figure are training data for each domain. Insets: Pixabay (PhotoGranary, jmrockeman, WikiImages, Pexels, Gregorius_o,
Kevinsphotos, bbuchmayr0, AnnyksPhotography, luxstorm, Wilda3, 942784, 12019, Ralphs_Fotos, Pixel-mixer, blende12)
[Pixabay License].
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Source
Domain interpolation

Figure 10: Additional domain interpolation results between target domains of the cat-to-animals dataset. The insets are target
domains. DynaGAN can synthesize new domains by interpolating the target-domain condition vector 𝑐. Insets from left to right,
top to bottom: Pixabay (Pexels, PhotoGranary, dclobes, DonStott, vinzling, JayDLim, Pixel-mixer, Gregorius_o, WikiImages,
jmrockeman) [Pixabay License].
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Figure 11: Additional results of DynaGAN. Bottom five target images: The Metropolitan Museum of Art [Public Domain].
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Figure 12: Additional results of DynaGAN. Bottom five target images: The Metropolitan Museum of Art [Public Domain].
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Figure 13: Additional results of DynaGAN.
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